
Strategy of the Month
Your brain is an organizer. It organizes infor-
mation as it stores that information. When a
problem involves many pieces of information,
your brain will have an easier time sorting
through it if you make an organized list. A list
helps you be sure you have thought of all of the
possibilities without repeating any of them. Like
drawing a picture or making a diagram, making
an organized list helps your brain "see" the
problem clearly and find a solution. Try making
an organized list to solve this problem:

If you must use 15 or fewer coins, how many
    different combinations of coins can be used to
    make $1.00?
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★★ 1.  What part of the M&M'S are not or-
ange?

Pack of M&M's
red 3
orange 12
green 5
yellow 9
blue 6
brown 12
light brown 2

Answer:__________ out of __________ are not
orange.

★★ 3.  Roger is a very busy boy.  He spends
two weeks at basketball camp, one week at
church camp, one week at grandma's house,  and
three weeks at summer camp during his ten week
vacation.  Estimate how many days he spends at
home on his summer vacation.

Answer:__________days at home on summer
vacation.
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★★★   2.  Graph the ordered pairs on the
coordinate grid.  Connect the dots to make a pattern
block.  You will need to connect A and F.  What is
the pattern block that you made?

A. (2, 6)

B. (4, 6)

C. (5, 4)

D. (4, 2)

E. (2, 2)

F. (1, 4)

★★★★   4.  There once was a dog who had two
fleas, and on each flea there were three hairs, and
on each hair there were four mites.  How many
mites were on the dog?__________
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Sometimes the hardest part of solving a
problem is just getting started. Having some
steps to follow may help you.
1. Understand the information in the problem
and what you are trying to find out.
2. Try a strategy you think might help you
solve the problem.
3. Find the solution using that strategy or try
another way until you solve the problem.
4. Check back to make certain your answer
makes sense.

MathStars Home Hints

Setting Personal Goals
Being able to ask good questions will help you
in many ways. Use these to solve problems:
     • What information do I know?
     • What else do I need to find out?
     • What question am I trying to answer?
     • Have I missed anything?
     • Does my answer make sense?
     Set the goal of asking good questions!

★★  7.  Draw the face that is missing from the
box.

★  8.  A dove has two wings.  In your head
determine how many wings are on ten doves;
how many wings are on twenty doves.

Answer:__________ wings on ten doves
and_________wings on twenty doves.

★★  9.  Mr George's class of 26 goes to the gym
to play kickball.  There are 11 people on a team
and four students decide not to play.  How many
teams can Mr. George's class form?

Answer:__________teams

★★★★  5.  Mr. Gordon has opened a ball shop.
Make a pictograph that shows four volleyballs,  six
soccer balls, four more basketballs than soccer
balls, and five more baseballs than volleyballs.
Make each picture equal two.

Basketballs   Baseballs   Volleyballs   Soccer balls

★★ 6.   Harriet plays baseball.  She gets four
chances to bat.  She hits a home run each time she
bats.  In your head,  count how many bases she has
to step on to get credit for all home runs.

Answer:_________bases




